SNUAC reinterpreted the local materials collected by Asia Culture Center and the regional experts of SNUAC, and created banners for its atrium. The modern reinterpretations of traditional patterns from Northeast Asia, Central Asia and Southeast Asia represent sustainable future and visions led by Asia in harmony.
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The year 2019 was one for SNUAC to prepare for a new leap. SNUAC was established in 2009 with the vision of becoming a global hub of Asian studies through the production and sharing of knowledge based on the integration of regional and thematic research, aimed at emergence of a new future for Asia. As SNUAC has built its own building and secured the governmental budget for ‘Infrastructure Construction of Asian Studies Research’, it has positioned itself as an exclusive research center for Asian studies unrivaled by any other university institute. Based on these achievements, we focused on evaluating our activities over the last ten years and establishing new visions and development plans for the next decade of SNUAC.

The most outstanding achievement from SNUAC’s development plan was having selected core research areas by collecting opinions from the members of the institute. We divided Asia into five regions and expanded the functions and capabilities of each respective regional research center (Nexus 1). These regional centers will lead the consilience of disciplines through active exchange with research and education institutes related to Asia within SNU, while taking on the responsibility as a hub of Asian regional research and policy development in Korea and abroad. In terms of research subjects and themes, SNUAC will 1) systematically research the mobility and exchange of people, goods and thoughts in Asia, in the rapidly changing domestic and foreign environments (Nexus 2), and 2) exert more endeavors to creating new values by collecting and processing various data from Asian countries and regions that will support the aforementioned research (Nexus 3). With the results of such efforts, we will strive to achieve the clear objective of becoming among the ‘world top 3 hubs’, rather than the less specific one as a ‘global hub of Asian studies’ that had been initially presented.

However, we have come to realize that we must first eliminate numerous obstacles in order to achieve our vision. We are in dire need of securing the finances to support highly capable and passionate researchers at home and abroad, so that they may freely pursue their research interests. Efforts must continue to tear down all psychological, organizational and administrative walls in each discipline or college that stand in the way of academic consilience. SNUAC will have to build a flexible research organization and produce results that will let everyone recognize the institute as an asset shared by all and the fruition of efforts by many. Such efforts will only be attained with the communication and participation of all who care for SNUAC.

I send my deepest gratitude to those who have continued to look upon SNUAC with great affection and have provided the institute with generous support for the past ten years. At a time where Asia’s importance rises greatly both domestically and internationally, SNUAC will strive to renew itself as an institute where all researchers of Asian studies can cooperate in studying the current issues in Asia and seek out suggestions for Pan-Asiatic policy. We ask for your continued participation and support. Thank you.

March 2020

Director of SNUAC  Park, Soo Jin
Forming the Vision Committee for a leap toward a new decade

With the 10th anniversary, SNUAC formed the Vision Committee with faculty, practitioners and external experts to evaluate the institute’s activities in the past decade and to develop the visions, objectives and strategies for another ten years to come. There were several workshops for reporting past activities, sharing presentations and discussing the issues, along with a survey on the SNUAC community to collect all opinions on the objectives, visions and strategies of the institute.

It was evaluated internally that SNUAC has successfully constructed the infrastructure (building, budget, organization, human resources, publications and administration) of the institute in the past decade. Current issues that were raised include orienting the direction of the institute, seeking an organic connection of its activities, pursuing cooperation on and off campus, international cooperation and networking, and securing full-time researchers.

As the core tasks to be improved, a need for ‘pioneering, substantializing, localizing’ strategy was identified. It was thus emphasized that the following are needed: selective concentration, long-term planning and investment, stronger international networking, organizational and spatial restructuring, and efficiency for research projects.

The activities of the Vision Committee became valuable touchstones for SNUAC to carry out its objectives as a “global hub for research in Asian studies by integrating regional and thematic research”, explore issues in Korea and New Asia, and to establish its visions for contributing to sustainable development in Asia. Finishing up its activities, the Vision Committee invited public participation for a catch phrase with SNUAC’s keywords of ‘future, exchange and cooperation, sharing regional information’, and selected “Connecting the World, Sculpting the Future.”
Sharing research achievements of the last 10 years and new plans at the commemorative symposium for the 10th anniversary

SNNU held a commemorative symposium for its 10th anniversary on September 26th, 2019. It was an event for the SNNU community to celebrate the anniversary with scholars and experts from on and off campus who have been supportive of the institute and establish the vision in preparation of a new decade.

‘A Commemorative Symposium for SNNU’s 10th Anniversary: Retrospect and Prospect’ was an academic event for all regional centers and thematic research programs of SNNU to present reports of major research activities in the past decade and plans for the future directions. The first session, on ‘Consilience and exchange among disciplines – Future-emergent creation of knowledge and construction of a sharing network’, consisted of presentation by Northeast Asia Center, Southeast Asia Center, Center for Eurasian and Central Asia Studies, West Asia Center, and South Asia Center. The second session included presentations by Korea Social Science Data Archive, Asia Regional Information Center and Social Big Data Center regarding ‘The collection, management and proliferation of Asia regional information’. In the third session, Exchange and Cooperation Program, International Development Cooperation Research Center and Program on US-China Relations presented on the topic, ‘Changes and future of Asia’. Lastly, the fourth session consisted of presentations by Center for Asian Urban Societies, Civil Society Program, Quality of Life Program and Future Earth Program on ‘Presenting an Asian development model/Enhancing quality of life and sustainable development’.

After the symposium, a commemorative ceremony was held at Samick Hall. The ceremony began with Director Soojin Park’s welcome speech, followed by congratulatory speeches by Dong Young Noh, Vice President for Research Affairs, and Bong Joo Lee, Dean of College of Social Sciences. Following the congratulatory speeches, a video was shown for all to follow the traces of SNNU’s ten years. In the reporting session by the Vision Committee, Yongho Kim, the committee chair, presented an evaluation of the center’s past achievements and a prospect for its future, leading to Director Park’s proclamation of SNNU’s visions. Achievement awards and outstanding staff awards were presented to those who had contributed to the establishment and development of the institute. During the dinner after the ceremony, a video of congratulatory messages and celebratory performances were shown, followed by an address of thanks by a representative of the SNNU Fellow Alumni. It was a meaningful event for the SNNU community and guests to celebrate the 10th anniversary of SNNU and promise for a leap toward a new future.
Holding international conferences for sharing and employing Asia regional information

SNUAC held ‘Managing, Sharing, and Employing of Regional Information in Asia’, an international academic conference jointly organized with Korea Association of International Development and Cooperation in commemoration of SNUAC’s 10th anniversary, at Youngone Hall on September 27th, 2019. The overall program included the keynote speech by Moo Jin Choo, president of the Korea Foundation for International Healthcare (KOFIH), and sessions on approaching Asia, managing and sharing of regional information in Asia, and employing of regional information.

Along with large-scale expansions in technological advancement and data production, the importance of data continues to grow in Asian studies as well. This academic conference was a meaningful event to invite major research institutions and experts in Asia and share cases of collecting, managing and sharing regional information of each region and of applying accumulated data to regional research.

In this conference to which seven countries (China, Japan, Thailand, India, Lebanon, USA, and Korea) and eleven institutions had participated, we were able to not only expand our mutual understanding of the various methods to collect, manage and share data in each region and country in Asia, but also discuss about the future of expanding the synergy of research in research institutions in Asia through sharing and combining data as well as strengthening the cooperation. SNUAC is pursuing the collecting, managing, sharing and proliferating of Asian regional information as one of the center’s core projects, and plans to hold international academic conferences related to sharing and employing Asian regional information regularly.
Strengthening domestic and overseas research networks with a series of international conferences commemorating the 10th anniversary

In commemoration of its 10th anniversary, SNUAC held a total of nine international conferences in a series, which its regional research centers and thematic research programs had jointly organized with institutes at home and abroad. This series was planned in part by Center for Asian Urban Societies, Northeast Asia Center, Southeast Asia Center, Civil Society Program, Future Earth Program and South Asia Program, with the Institute for Peace and Unification Studies, Institute for Humanities, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements, Yanbian University, Korea Association of Political Sociology, Association for the Study of Political Society, East Asian Sociological Association and Chittagong Independent University. Each international conference dealt with one of various topics encompassing the politics, economy, society, culture, history, ecology and public health of the Asian region. On the matters related to East Asian cities, empires and ideologies, the Tumen River area, governance in Mekong, the role of civil society in East Asia, social-ecological health and developmental cooperation, eminent scholars and experts participated and contributed in a field of extensive discussion and sharing.

SNUAC took this series of joint international conferences as an opportunity to verify its vision as a research hub of integrating regional and thematic research and to secure the basis for a sustainable research network by developing newly rising research topics and strengthening research cooperation.
On November 7th, president Khak Sung of Youngone Corporation gives a congratulatory speech at “Higher Education, Economic Development, and Garment Industry in Bangladesh and Korea.” Youngone Corporation is a global corporation leading the international outdoor wear market with its localization strategy based on local manufacturing facilities in different parts of Asia including Bangladesh, Vietnam, and China. With this workshop as a touchstone, SNUAC will continue cooperative and joint projects and construct the local infrastructure for research to expand South Asian studies.
Cooperation and Integration of Economic and Social Community in East Asia (CORE)

* Developed the ‘East Asian Integration Index’ and contributed to the establishing of a new integration model that reveals a unique identity of Asia
* Performed research on the Silk Road, One Belt One Road, and the new economic map of the Korean peninsula to unveil the role of exchange routes in the past and present for the integration of East Asian community
* Participated in developing a GIS-based information sharing platform for collecting and disseminating regional information and knowledge on civilizations related to the East Asian community

Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

People

Director: SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)

Co-Researchers: Hyunjoo Jung (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Byungyeon Kim (Dept. of Economics), Jaeyoung Kim (Dept. of Economics), Chulin Lee (Dept. of Economics), Haeran Lim (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Soyoung Kim (Dept. of Economics)

Research Fellows: Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC), Ilhong Ko (SNUAC), Misook Lee (SNUAC), Woojong Moon (Inst' of Cross-Cultural Studies), Yongha Park (SNUAC)

Research Assistants: Jaeho Jung (SNU), Eunbyul Ko (SNU), Woonj Shim (SNU)
**Northeast Asia Center (NEAC)**

* Performed a core role in integrating regional and thematic research in the Northeast Asian region, deepening the academic and public understanding of major issues in Northeast Asia including Korea
* Under the topic of ‘changes in the geoeconomic dynamics of Asia and the rediscovery of Northeast Asia’, responded to major issues at hand and contributed to understanding the Northeast Asian region
* In the second half of 2019, produced research output based on field research about ‘changes in the East Asian order seen through Hong Kong’ and built a research network at home and abroad
* Participated in and supported the Council of Asia Regional Research Institutes at SNU, thus contributing to the development of Asia regional research in the university

**Publications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim, J. (2020)</td>
<td>The Formation and Changes of Hansen’s Disease Control Policy in Malay Peninsula. <em>Research Institute for the Tamla Culture, 63</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoon, J. (2020)</td>
<td>Postsocialist Transformation in the early days of Shenzhen SEZ in China and Its Implication for North Korea: Focusing on the Formation and Social (Re)Constellation of ‘Space of Exception’. <em>Research Institute for the Tamla Culture, 63</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**People**

Director: Byungyeon Kim (Dept. of Economics), Keun-Sik Jung (Dept. of Sociology)

Co-Researchers: Inhwa Kang (Seoul Nat’l Univ. of Science & Technology), Minkyung Ko (Konkuk Univ.), Yongho Kim (SNUAC)

Research Fellows: Jaehyung Kim (SNUAC), Jongseok Yoon (SNUAC), Woojong Moon (Inst. of Cross-Cultural Studies)

Research Assistants: Dami Choi (SNU), Soyoung Lee (SNU)
Southeast Asia Center (SEAC)

* Invited experts for lectures and held open lectures on Southeast Asia as part of strengthening the awareness on Southeast Asia
* Focused on the dynamic changes of rising ASEAN countries and their potential for growth after the launching of ASEAN Community
* Published issue papers and policy reports for promoting an understanding of the region
* Conducted <Is Islamic Finance an Alternative to Conventional Finance?> as a General Joint Research Program selected by the National Research Foundation of Korea in 2018

Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

People

Director: Myungseok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Co-Researchers: Byeongho Kim (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Choongyol Lee (Korea Univ.), Hyunjung Chae (Inst of Cross-Cultural Studies), Hyungjun Kim (Kangwon Univ.), Jihyouk Lee (Center for Social Sciences), Sunho Lee (Hannam Univ.)

Research Fellow: Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)

Research Assistants: Eunjean Kye (SNU), Soojin Kim (SNU)
Center for Eurasian and Central Asian Studies (CECAS)

* Studied regional identity of Central Asia by conducting research on Islam, which serves as the basis of lifestyle and mentality in Central Asia
* Conducted research on geopolitics and geoeconomics of formation of the Eurasian logistics-corridors
* Built the foundation for suggesting policy intended to promote cooperation between South Korea and Central Asia by conducting research on China’s Belt and Road Initiative and the Eurasian Economic Union

Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

People

Director: Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Co-Researchers: Ayoung Choi (SNUAC), Kayoung Ko (SNUAC)
Research Fellow: Hyosup Kim (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Kumkang Lee (SNU), Minseo Yi (SNU), Daehyun Cho (SNU)

South Asia Center (SAC)

* Conducted research on the sustainable growth of India and South Asia, with India’s economic growth and international society’s heightened interest
* Held a joint colloquium with Asia Regional Review Research Team on the topic of economic growth and development in South Asia

Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

People

Director: Sung Yong Kang (Ins’t of Humanities)
Co-Researchers: Myung Moo Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Jihoon Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Sandip Kumar Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ)
Research Fellows: Shinjou Kim (SNUAC), Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Minseok Kim (SNU)
West Asia Center (WAC)

* Researched current politics of West Asia in Saudi Arabia-Iran proxy conflict after Iranian Green Movement and Arab Spring
* Reflected on the history of civil movements in West Asia after almost a decade since the Iranian Green Movement (2009) and the Arab Spring (2010), and analyzed the civil movements in depth
* Sought to construct a network of experts for promoting the center and expanding and supporting future research
* Supported groups of rising scholars and students in West Asia studies to encourage the interest of future academic generations

Publications


People

Research Fellow: Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC)
Co-Researcher: Soo-jeong Yi (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)
Research Assistant: Hannah Jang (SNU), Jieun Kim (SNU)
**Center for Asian Urban Societies (CAUS)**

* Analyzed urban risks incited by developmental urbanization and instituted an alternative urban paradigm through post-developmental urbanization
* Conducted research on: ① inclusive and commoning cities ② post-Cold War cities of peace ③ sustainable cities for transition ④ de-growth and resilient cities
* Extended activities of the Urban Transition Lab and strengthened practical researches that address current urban issues in actual fields
* Secured an urban policy-information network consisting of diverse parties (researchers, activists, policy makers, etc) for the practice of alternative urbanism

### Publications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park, I. K. &amp; Hong, C. (2019)</td>
<td>An empirical analysis of urban inclusivity of (post-) developmental states in East Asia: Comparison of South Korea, China, Japan, and Taiwan. Space and Environment, 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hwang, J. T. et al. (2019)</td>
<td>How did Leishmania Parasites make Crack in One Europe?: the Limits to Cosmopolitanism from the Perspective of More-than-human Riskscapes. Journal of the Korean Geographical Society, 54 (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### People

**Director:** Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)  
**Co-Researchers:** Chul-Hyun Park (Kookmin Univ.), Dongwan Gimm (Kyungnam Nat’l Univ.), Eunhye Kim (Pusan Nat’l Univ.), Haeran Shin (Dept. of Geography), Hyunjoo Jung (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Hyunbang Shin (London School of Economics & Political Science), In Kwon Park (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Jaekak Han (Energy & Climate Policy Ins’t), Jamie Doucette (Univ. of Manchester), Jim Glassman (Univ. of British Columbia), Jinn-yuh Hsu (Nat’l Taiwan Univ.), Joohyoung Ji (Kyungnam Nat’l Univ.), Jung Won Sonn (Univ. College London), Minkyung Ko (Konkuk Univ.), Sang-Hun Lee (Hanshin Univ.), Sang-Hyun Chi (Kyunghee Univ.), Seoungwon Lee (KAIST), Seonghwa Lee (Shandong Univ.), Sungchan Cho (Inst. of Land & Liberty), Youngjin Choi (Center for Educational Research)  
**Research Fellows:** Hanbyul Shim (SNUAC), Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAC), Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC), Yilsoon Paek (SNUAC)  
**Researchers:** Eunyeong Song (SNUAC), Heejin Choi (SNUAC), Jihyuk Park (SNUAC), Jun Soo Kim (SNUAC), Suyoung Kang (SNUAC)  
**Research Assistants:** Hanhee Choi (SNU), Minha Jeong (SNUAC), Yeryun Hong (SNU)
**Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA)**

* Upgraded to KOSSDA 2.0, and focused on data curation capacity enhancement and international cooperation network establishment for SNUAC 3.0

* Continued to build database with 132 key survey data, approximately 8,000 survey data variables, and 1,000 data-related publications, and organized diverse academic programs to facilitate data usage including KOSSDA Data Fair, methodology training workshops, and research paper competitions

* Conducted archiving-related research including ‘the Foundation of a Social Science Database (funded by the National Research Foundation of Korea),’ ‘A study on the estimation of social value of KOSSDA and the application to a CoreTrustSeal certification,’ and ‘Harmonization and Documentation of International Survey Data on Social Well-Being in Seven Asian countries.’

* Continued to pursue establishment of NASSDA (Network of Asian Social Science Data Archives) and ‘International consortium for Social Well-Being Studies’ in order to advance into a data sharing hub in Asia

**Publication**


**People**

Director: Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Vice-Director: Hearan Koo (Ins't for Social Development & Policy Research)

Co-Researchers: Baeg Eui Hong (Dept. of Social Welfare), Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Dong-Kyun Im (Dept. of Sociology), Seokho Kim (Dept. of Sociology), Hyunsup Kum (Grad. School of Public Administration), Hyunjeong Lee (Dept. of Anthropology), Wonho Park (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations), Jeongcheol Shin (Dept. of Education)

Research Fellow: Moonhee Choi (SNUAC)

Research Assistants: Areum Han (SNUAC), Hyejin Kim (SNUAC), Hyeok Heo (SNUAC), Jiyoung Ko (SNUAC), Mihee Ban (SNUAC), Sangwun Lee (SNUAC)
**Future Earth Program (FEP)**

* Procured the secretariat for Future Earth Korea Nat’l Committee and performed promotions and research to enhance the awareness of researchers campus-wide and nationwide on Future Earth agenda and a global research network
* Held a series of round-table talks *Quo Vadis, Humanity* to activate the Future Earth research network
* Hosted international conferences for disseminating Future Earth agenda and constructing a regional hub in East Asia
* Visited overseas institutions and negotiated future cooperation for expanding research network with Asian researchers related to Future Earth

**Publication**


**People**

Director: Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering)  
Co-Researchers: Daehyun Kim (Dept. of Geography), Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences), Fumiko Kasuga (Future Earth Asia Pacific Regional Office), Hein Mallee (Research Inst for Human & Nature, Japan), Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology), Ji hyun Yoon (Dept. of Food & Nutrition), Jongho Hong (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Kang-Kun Lee (School of Earth & Environmental Sciences), Nan Ying (Yanbian Univ.), Qian Ye (Peking Normal Univ.), Soon-chang Yoon (Future Earth Korea Nat’l Committee), Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC), Togtokh Chuluun (Mongol Nat’l Univ.), Youngkeun Song (Grad. School of Environmental Studies)  
Research Assistants: Hyunyoung Yang (SNU), Jihyun Cha (SNU)

**Quality of Life Program (QLP)**

* Attempted the construction of a research hub on the inequality in Asia and the quality of life for Asians
* Held and participated in academic events for forming networks with domestic and foreign scholars studying inequality, poverty and quality of life in the Asian region

**People**

Director: Inhoe Ku (Dept. of Social Welfare)  
Co-Researchers: Joan P. Yoo (Dept. of Social Welfare), Ji-young Kang (Hannam Univ.), Wonjin Lee (Korea Ins’t for Health and Social Affairs), Yoonsun Han (Dept. of Social Welfare)  
Research Assistants: Sumi Oh (SNU)
Civil Society and NGOs Program (CSP)

* Conducted research on the organizational crises of NGOs analyzing civil societies: generations, strengthening competence, work and life of activists, building an innovative network
* Constructed basic statistical data related to 500 World NGOs
* Performed comparative research on CSR of corporations in regional civil societies in Korea and Japan
* Researched Korean civil society’s process of intervention in sectors of social economy and village communities: “The Village is the Answer” project
* Built a network of East Asian researchers through international conferences

Publication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yang, J. &amp; Lim, H.C. (eds.) (2019)</th>
<th>Global Capitalism and Culture in East Asia</th>
<th>Baiksan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

People

Director: Hyun-Chin Lim (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor)
Co-Researchers: Jinhee Kim (KEDI), Suk-Ki Kong (SNUAC), Taekyoon Kim (Grad. School of Int’l Studies), Youngchoon Kim (UNIST)
Research Assistant: Ahrong Baek (SNU), Gukbo Shim (SNU), Huiyeon Kim (SNU)

Asia Regional Information Center (ARIC)

* Generated individual in-depth analyses on 16 countries by combining reports by experts and civil servants from those countries and quantitative information from international institutions
* Established cooperative relations with institutions within SNU with different expertises such as GSPA, GSIS and Global R&D Center at College of Engineering to develop the Country Report into SNU’s major project
* Built a regional information center database with over 400 thousand indices by utilizing Open-api on data from UN SDGs, World Bank, and IMF, and executed storytelling through advanced data analysis and visualization

People

Director: Kilkon Ko (Grad. School of Public Admin.)
Co-Researchers: Minkyung Ko (SNUAC), Woojong Moon (Inst’ of Cross-Cultural Studies)
Research Fellow: Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)
Research Assistants: Bum Kim (SNU), Dawon Jung (SNU), Jaeho Jung (SNU), Juran Kim (SNU), Kyungdong Kim (SNU), Yeobin Yoon (SNU)
On September 25th, the "Asian Music Concert" for commemorating SNUAC's 10th anniversary was held in Asia Square on the 3rd floor of the institute building, performed by players from SNU Dept. of Korean Music.
The people in this section have been noted by their names and affiliations in alphabetical order. Their titles were excluded.

* Joint International Academic Conference Commemorating the 10th Anniversary of SNUAC
**2019 Annual Report**

**Current Situation in Northeast Asia**

*Introduction to Asian Studies*

**SNUAC**
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CALUS/Univ. of Seoul, Sewoon Campus

**Conference:** The roles and functions of Humanities and Social Science Institutes based in universities: Case studies from Asian countries: Germany, China, Japan, Singapore, and South Korea

Jongho Kim (Seogang Univ.)

Jungho Shin (Dept. of Education)

Kimyoung Koo (SNUAJ)

Su-jin Park (Public Policy Ins't for Freedom)

**Workshop**

IMAGINING THE FUTURE OF EURASIA WITH PEACE OF KOREAN PENINSULA, THROUGH THE KYUNGU LINE

Wooyong Chun (Academy of Korean Studies)

Heung Su Park (Public Policy Ins't for Freedom)

Woo Won Kang (Sejong Cyber Univ.)

Youngkyung Ko (Sunway Univ.)

Byung-Doo Choi (Daegu Univ.)

**Seminar:** The Ethical Concepts and Space of Multicultural Ethics: The Paradox of Symbol and Allegory

Nae-hui Kang (Knowledge Circulation Union)

**SNUAC**

5/11

CALUS

**Workshop**

Urban Spatial, Justice Evidenced by Citizen Satisfaction with Public Services

Hao Liu (Shandong Univ.)

**Conference:** Muslims of Southeast Asia

Moosung Lee (Univ. of Canberra)

Habubul Shim (SNUAJ)

Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAJ)

Yilsoon Paek (SNUAC)

**SNUAC**

5/14

SNUAJ

**Conference:** Urban Spatial, Justice Evidenced by Citizen Satisfaction with Public Services

Hao Liu (Shandong Univ.)

**Workshop**

The formation and development processes of East Asian industrial cities

Byung-Doo Choi (Daegu Univ.)

Heng Lu (Jilin Univ.)

**Conference:** Southeast Asia: Towards a New... 

Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)

Sungyong Kang (Ins't of Humanities)

SooJin Park (SNUAC)

Minkyung Ko (SNUAC)

Jungcheol Shin (Dept. of Education)

JongHo Kim (Sogang Univ.)

Il-soo Kim (Former Korea Ambassador to Kazakhstan)

**Conference:** The Rise of the International Baccalaureate (IB) Schools in Asia: A Critical Perspective of New Elite Schooling

Moosung Lee (Univ. of Canberra)

Sandip Kumar Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ.)

**SNUAC**

5/21

SNUAJ

**Conference:** The Future of Korean Peninsula

Il-soo Kim (Former Korea Ambassador to Kazakhstan)

CALUS/Univ. of Seoul, Sewoon Campus

**Conference:** Southeast Asia: Towards a New... 

Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)

Sungyong Kang (Ins't of Humanities)

SooJin Park (SNUAC)

Minkyung Ko (SNUAC)

Jungcheol Shin (Dept. of Education)

JongHo Kim (Sogang Univ.)

Il-soo Kim (Former Korea Ambassador to Kazakhstan)

**Conference:** Muslims of Southeast Asia

Moosung Lee (Univ. of Canberra)

Sandip Kumar Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ.)

**SNUAC**

5/24

SNUAJ

**Conference:** Southeast Asia: Towards a New... 

Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)

Habubul Shim (SNUAJ)

Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAJ)

Seoungwon Lee (SNUAJ)

Yilsoon Paek (SNUAJ)

**Conference:** The Future of Korean Peninsula

Il-soo Kim (Former Korea Ambassador to Kazakhstan)

CALUS/Univ. of Seoul, Sewoon Campus

**Conference:** Southeast Asia: Towards a New... 

Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)

Habubul Shim (SNUAJ)

Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAJ)

Seoungwon Lee (SNUAJ)

Yilsoon Paek (SNUAJ)

**Conference:** The Rise of the International Baccalaureate (IB) Schools in Asia: A Critical Perspective of New Elite Schooling

Moosung Lee (Univ. of Canberra)

Sandip Kumar Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ.)
<Colloquium> Anthropocene: The Future of Life and Society

Keang-Suk Lee (Seoul Natl. Univ. of Science & Tech.)
Mooyoung Choi (Dept. of Physics & Astronomy)

5/31
Asia Regional Review Research Team
Colloquium: The 5th DiverseAsia Colloquium
Anna Lim (Inst of Cross-Cultural Studies)
Chongkyou Lee (KDI)
Jieun Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)
Kangeun Lee (Incheon Natl Univ.)
Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
Min Hong (Korea Ins’t for Nat’l Unification)
Ok Jeong Nam (Daegu Univ.)
Seung Hyun Park (Inst for Japanese Studies)
Sun-Mi Kim (Nagoya Univ.)
Young Sarm Hwang (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

5/31
CAUS
Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically I: Urban Alienation: Spatial Definition and De-alienated City
Byung-Doo Choi (Daegu Univ.)

6/7
CORE/KADEC

<Colloquium> In Search for a Sustainable Ecosystem for International Development: Challenges for the Future [Special Session] (KAIDEC-SNUAC)
International Development Cooperation, Communication and Cooperation in East Asia
Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences)
Jihwan Kim (Green Technology Center)
Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC)

6/10-6/12
CAUS/KRIS

<10th Anniv. Int’l Conference> Aging Tigers: Restructuring of Old Industrial Cities in East Asia
Andy Pike (Newcastle Univ.)
Bong-Kyung Jeon (The Incheon Institute)
Buyong Song (GNDI)
Chul-Hyun Park (Korea Univ.)
Fenghua Pan (Beijing Normal Univ.)
Haribyal Shim (SNUAC)
He Wang (City University of Hong Kong)
Jin-yul Hsu (National Taiwan Univ.)
Jiseok Kim (Jeonbuk Institute)
Jung Won Sohn (Univ. College London)
Nam J Jung (Environmental Planning Institute)
Nibo Natuniko (Nagoya Univ.)
Nick Phelps (Univ. of Melbourne)
Robert Hassink (Univ. of Kiel)
Soyoung Park (KRIHS)
Sungchul Cho (KRIHS)
Xiaohui Hu (Zhejiang Univ. of Finance and Economics)
Yuko Aoyama (Clark Univ.)
Yumi Park (Bwaha Womans Univ.)
Zhigang Li (Nuhan Univ.)

6/11
SNUAC

<Colloquium> Risky Society: The Future of Knowledge and Information
Jaeyed Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering)

6/12
SNUAC

<Conference> Asian Studies of the Asia Center
Jae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)
Baekhyun Park (Dept. of Geography)
Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC)
Hyosup Kim (SNUAC)
Inbee Ku (Dept. of Social Welfare)
Jaeyed Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering)
Joohwan Lee (Dept. of Communication)
Kikoon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration)
Kyunghee Choi (SNUAC)
Shinju Kim (SNUAC)
Sook-Ki Kong (SNUAC)
Sunggu Kim (SNUAC)
Woojong Moon (SNUAC)

6/13
SNUAC

<Conference> Asian Studies of the Asia Center
Byung-Doo Choi (Daegu Univ.)
Jae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography)
Nae-hui Kang (Knowledge Circulation Union)

6/14
CAUS

<Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically I: Completion Ceremony and Comprehensive Discussion
Byung-Doo Choi (Daegu Univ.)
Nae-hui Kang (Knowledge Circulation Union)

6/17
CAUS

<Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically I: Right to the City and Poetic Definition: Poetics of Spatial Democracy
Nae-hui Kang (Knowledge Circulation Union)

6/21
CSP

<Colloquium> Civil Society Open Forum 2 - Civil Society Activists Speak of Korean Civil Society
Cheolrim Choi (YD School)
Soojin Park (Citizens Action Network)
Minjeong Kim (Volunteer Culture Korea)
Seunghun Lee (Civil Society Organizations Network in Korea)
Yunji Kim (B28)

6/25
FEP/ECP

<Colloquium> In Search for a Sustainable Ecosystem for International Development: Challenges for the Future [Special Session] (KAIDEC-SNUAC)
International Development Cooperation, Communication and Cooperation in East Asia
Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences)
Jihwan Kim (Green Technology Center)
Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC)

6/25
SNUAC

<Colloquium> Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar
Economic cooperation in the industry of renewable energy between South Korea and Iran
Aeunji Kim (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

6/25
SNUAC

<Colloquium> INDC and Relative Major Industrial Policies and Environment Legislations in India: Focusing On Environment Legislations
Jihoon Lee (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

6/25
FEP/ECP

<Conference> Reconstruction of the Old Roads and Civilization Roads of North Jeolla Province
Hyeyoung Lee (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ.)
I Hong Ko (SNUAC)
Joonhyuk Lee (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ.)
Jeongheon Jin (SNUAC)
Jeongil Shin (Woori Ddang Geodgi)
Seonhaeng Cheon (Jeolla Cultural Heritage Inst.)
Woojong Moon (SNUAC)
6/27 KIOSSDA

- Workshop: The 7th KIOSSDA Data Fair: What do social scientists do when they encounter big data?
  - Jungmin Kim (Kakao Mobility)
  - Kyu Sup Hahn (Dept. of Communication)
  - Seonhye Oh (Dept. of Communication)
  - Wonjae Lee (KAG)

6/27 SNUAC/GARC

- Seminar: The Elephant in the Brain: Hidden Motives in Everyday Life
  - Robin Hanson (George Mason Univ.)

6/28 SNUAC

- Introduction to Asian Studies: Contemporary China and Its Interior Extremities - New Normal, Classed Society and One Belt One Road
  - Jeong Hoon Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language & Literature)

7/3 SNUAC/GARC of Nat’l Taiwan Univ.

- International Conference: Welfare Policies, Migration and Governance in Korea and Taiwan
  - Aghfar Zaidi (SNU/Univ. of Oxford)
  - Bu Ih My Hmng (SNU)
  - Chung-Hyung Yeh (Sookmyung Univ.)
  - Haedlun Shin (Dept. of Geography)
  - Hsin-Chen Chang (Nat’l Taiwan Univ.)
  - Hsuy-Hui Chen (Tung-hai Univ.)
  - Hsiu-Hui Chen (Tung-hai Univ.)
  - Hsin-Chieh Chang (Nat’l Taiwan Univ.)
  - HaeRan Shin (Dept. of Geography)
  - Chung-Yang Yeh (Soochow Univ.)
  - Bui Thi My Hang (SNU)
  - Asghar Zaidi (SNU/Univ. of Oxford)

7/4 SNUAC

- CALIS/ISSS of Sogang Univ/PEC of Kyung Hee Univ.

- Seminar: Imagining the politics in the city: the case of the Kyungui Line Commons Movement
  - Keehwang Jung (Kyungju University\Research Inst of City Culture)

- CALIS

- Colloquium: The Transition of Industrial Cities in Northeast China: The Case of Harbin and Daqing
  - Chul-Hyun Park (Kookmin Univ.)

7/5 SNUAC

- Introduction to Asian Studies: Asian Convergence Culture
  - Seok Kyung Hong (Dept. of Communication)

- CALIS

- Book Talk: “The New Urban Frontier: Centrifugation and the Revanchist City”
  - Dongwon Gimm (Kyungnam Nat’l Univ.)
  - Eunhye Kim (Pusan Nat’l Univ.)
  - Sungwon Hwang (Translato)

7/6 NEAC/KAPS/ASPO

- 10th Anniv. Int’l Conference 2019 Korea-Japan Political Thought Association Joint Conference: East Asia and International Political Thought
  - Akira Oda (Leiden Univ.)
  - Bongin Kim (Kyotoshi Univ.)
  - Hlyayoung Lee (College of Liberal Studies)
  - Mohon Park (Incheon Nat’l Univ.)
  - Jers Häcker (Bournemouth Univ.)
  - Kyung Hoon Leem (Dept. of Political Science & Intl Relations)
  - László Csaba (Central European Univ.)
  - Ghio Kim (IPUS)
  - Tat. Yan Kong (Univ. of London)

7/7-7/18 SNUAC/NTU Singapore

- Workshop: 2019 ASEAN-Korea Youth Network Workshop: Sustainable Smart Cities Eunhui Eom (Center for Social Sciences)
  - Gu-Min Jeong (Kazim Univ.)
  - Harbuyul Yim (SNUAC)
  - Hyuk Lee (ASEAN-Korea Centre)
  - Jaehyon Lee (Asan Inst of Policy Studies)
  - Je-Eun Hwang (Univ of Seoul)
  - Mkook Han Kim (Seoul Inst’)
  - Nami H. Kong (Korea Research Inst)
  - Soo-In Park (Dept. of Geography)
  - Sung Nam Oh (Seogwol Univ.)
  - Sunghoon Oh (KLR)

7/12 SNUAC

- Introduction to Asian Studies: Cities of East Asia
  - Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

7/17 CALIS

- Colloquium: Changing Perspectives on the Global Development Agenda
  - Farwa Sial (Univ of Manchester)

8/9 CALIS/KASER

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (2)
  - Heejin Choi (SNUAC)
  - Jiheyo Kim (Grad. School of Environmental Studies)
  - Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAC)
  - Junsu Kim (SNUAC)

8/17 SNUAC/PUS/Yanbian Univ.

- 10th Anniv. Int’l Conference: SNU-Yanbian University Joint Conference
  - Belong Cho (Dept. of Family Medicine)
  - Bangwon Suh (Dept. of Transdisciplinary Studies)
  - Bumsoo Kim (Dept. of Liberal Studies)
  - Chungwha Kim (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Daerhee Kang (Dept. of Medicine)
  - Gyeonnyeo Bang (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Ho Kim (Dept. of Public Health)
  - Hongmae Kim (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Hoon Cho (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Hyowon Lee (Dept. of Law)
  - Ilmahn Huh (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Jeong Eun Kim (Dept. of Medicine)
  - Kwon Lee (Dept. of Food and Animal Biotechnology)
  - Minsoo Noh (Dept. of Pharmacy)
  - Pilsoo Yeh (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Ryeohwa Ryeom (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Ryong-il Kim (Yanbian Univ.)
  - Soo-In Park (Dept. of Geography)
  - Suweon Treefrogs in urban and agricultural landscapes
  - SNUAC/KASER

8/19 CALIS

- Colloquium: The Elephant in the Brain: Hidden Motives in Everyday Life
  - Philo Kim (IPHU)

8/19 Common Movement

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (3)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (3)

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (2)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (2)

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (1)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (1)

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (3)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (3)

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (2)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (2)

- Seminar: Social Sciences more than Human (1)
  - Social Sciences more than Human (1)
9/23
SNUAC
Hyein Choi (SNUAC)
Kye-soo Yi (Kookmin Univ.)
SNUAC/Ministry of Foreign Affairs

10/2
SNUAC/Ministry of Foreign Affairs

<10th Anniv. Int’l Conference> International Conference Celebrating the 1st Korea-Mekong Summit Meeting: Promoting Exchange between Korea-Mekong Micro, Small, and Medium sized Enterprises and Building Economic Cooperation Networks for MSMEs

Joon-Ha Baek (Econma)
Joong-Pyo Lee (SNUAC)
Kyoung Moo Khwon (KOTRA Daegu-Cyeongbuk)
Pattana Sitthisombat (The Committee for Economic Quadrangle, 10 Chamber of Commerce)
Phouphet Kyophilavong (Nat’l Univ. of Laos)
Sheen Tae Kim (Korea Garment Association in Myanmar)
Ju Xian Lee (Centre for Economic and Social Development)

10/4
CECAS/Asia Regional Review Research Team

<Seminar> Transportation and Logistics in Eurasia
Choongbae Lee (Chungang Univ.)
Mingun Sohn (Incheon Nat’l Univ.)

10/4
SNUAC/Asia Regional Review Research Team

<Seminar> India and the Neighboring Countries
Sandip Kumar Mishra (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ.)
Yoon Jung Choi (Sejong Center)

10/5
SNUAC/Nat’l Inst for the Humanities of Japan/NFER at Shimon Univ

<10th Anniv. Int’l Conference> The Formation of Northeast Asian Modern Space: Empire and Thought
Insoo Kim (Konkuk Univ.)
Jungki Lee (Nat’l Inst for the Humanities of Japan)
Kenzo Yamamoto (Univ. of Shimeane)
Kowai Hwang (Academia Sinica of Taiwan)
Kyungmi Lee (Northeast Asian History Foundation)
Masahiro Adi (Tokyo Univ of Foreign Studies)
Myungki Moon (Kookmin Univ.)

10/8
SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> A Study on the Reforms of Banner System in Jilin Province, 1907–1911
Jyoun Young Lee (College of Humanities)

10/10
FEP/ECAP

<Colloquium> Climate Change: A Possibility for East Asian Cooperation
Byeong Og An (Nat’l Council on Climate Change & Air Quality)
Soon-chang Yoon (Future Earth Korea Nat’l Committee)

10/16
CAUS

<Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically 2> David Harvey’s Concept of “Accumulation by Dispossession”: Its Political Utility and Theoretical Problem
Jung Won Sonn (Univ College London)

10/18
SNUAC

<Introduction to Asian Studies> Understanding the Changes in US-China Relations
Jae Ho Chung (Dept. Political Science & Intl Relations)

10/22
SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> Mainland Spouses Speak: Taiwanese Nationalism and Political Movement of Mainland Spouses
Kyeongun Moon (SNUAC)

10/23
CAUS

<Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically 2> Creative City, Smart City, Eco-City, Green City, Global City, Etc.: A Political Economic Interpretation on the Flickers of the Urban Discourse
Jung Won Sonn (Univ College London)

10/23
CPS/SMN, Civil Society Revitalization Group

<Conference – 2019 Civil Society Symposium – Civil Society Activists Speak of Korean Civil Society
Cheolmin Cho (NPO School)
Gangui Lee (CAUS, Civil Society Revitalization Group)
Gwenhwaewong Shin (BMN, Civil Society Revitalization Group)
Myungchul Jeong (Green Korea)
Sukki Kang (SNUAC)

10/25
CECAS

<Conference> Scrutinizing Putinism and The Future of Russia
Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Intl Relations)
Bongkoo Kang (Harbin Univ)
Junemo Woo (Sun Moon Univ)
Seho Jung (Nat’l For Nat’l Security Strategy)
Yeongjin Kim (Deoksungs Women’s Univ)
Sunghoon Jegh (Kangju Univ. of Foreign Studies)
Sunwoo Lee (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ)
Soohyeong Choi (Korean Ins’t of Criminology)

10/25
SNUAC

<Colloquium> VSR Frame of Smartphone App in India
Myung Moo Lee (Koyuk University of Foreign Studies)

10/29
SNUAC

<Introduction to Asian Studies> The State, Market and Civil Society in East Asia
Akihiro Ichikawa (Toyo Univ.)
Bi Jingqian (Chinese Academy of Social Sciences)
Bing Zheng (Jilin Univ.)
Hirokazu Moriishi (Kyoto Univ.)
Hyun-Chin Lim (NUS Emeritus Professor)
Ikkim Kim (The Inst for the Asia Studies)
Il-Joon Chung (Korea Univ.)
Jinung Taneok (Nat’l Univ. of Mongolia)
Jongho Yang (Sunryukwan Univ.)
Joongho Kook (Yeohama City Univ.)

11/1
SNUAC

<Introduction to Asian Studies> Korea-ASEAN Relationship and the New Southern Policy
Young-Sun Kim (SNUAC)

11/1
CAUS

<Seminar: Reading Urban Theory Critically 2> Platform Technology and the Material Conditions of Cities
Chul-Hyun Park (Kookmin Univ.)

11/5
SNUAC

<Asia Square Brown Bag Seminar> The Meaning of Change in Divided Structure of Labor in Asia and Response Strategy - With a Focus on Changes in the Industrial Structure of Southeast Asia
Doo Young Kim (Former KOTRA)
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SNUAC/Dongguk University
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SNUAC 2019 Annual Report
Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Relationships
Seen Through Trends and
Possibilities of Asian Community
Introduction to Asian Studies
The SNUAC
11/22
Anoush Ehteshami (Durham Univ.)
Uprisings
Seminar
The Geopolitics of Arab
Team
WAC/Asia Regional Review Research
Studies)
Woojong Moon (Ins’t of Cross-Cultural
Sofia Barragan Orellana (SNU)
Sethina Ayongo Okornoe (SNU)
Rodrick Molonga Elekeleme (SNU)
Administration)
Kilkon Ko (Grad. School of Public
George Asenso Brobbey (SNU)
GMPA Country Report Workshop
<Workshop> 2019 SNU Asia Center-
ARIC/GSPA
11/21
Yu Min Joo (KDI School of Public Policy
and Management)
Ilhong Ko (SNUAC)
Hiroshi Todoroki (RAPU)
Int’l Relations)
Beomshik Shin (Dept. Political Science &
Int’l Relations)
Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)

Conference: Silkroadpia: Developing an Online Platform for Interdisciplinary and Convergent Research on Channels, Territories, and Civilization Exchange
Ihong Ko (SNUAC)
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)
Woojin Shim (SNU)

Conference: A review of the Studies on the Transportation History During the Period of Qin and Han Dynasties in Mainland China: 1949-2019
Xiaojie Li (Fudan Univ.)

Conference: The main results of five seasons of research (2015-2019) of the Scythian elite kurgan group “Novozavedennoye-III” in Ciscaucasia
Anatoly Kantorovich (Moscow State
Univ.)

Conference: Ado to North Korea: Impact and Challenges of Sustainable Development
Kyunghoon Moon (Jeonbuk Nat’l Univ.)

Conference: Strategies for building partnership between Korea and India in the era of 4th Industrial Revolution
Bonghoon Kim (Hanyang Univ.)

Conference: Reading Smart City Seminar 2
Eunseok Ko (Jeongbuk Nat’l Univ)
Junghwa Heo (Inst for Korean Regional
Studies)
Model-Han Kim (Seoul Inst)
Sung-Ho Hong (Chungbuk Research Ins’t)
Mook-Han Kim (Seoul Ins’t)
Euntae Ko (Joongbu Univ.)

Conference: Korean Association of Space & Environment Research Fall Conference
Eunhye Kim (Pusan Nat’l Univ)
Jihyuk Park (SNUAC)
Jin-Tae Hwang (SNUAC)
Jung Won Sonn (Univ College London)
Junsu Kim (SNUAC)

Conference: Aid to North Korea: Past Realities and Present Meanings
Anatoly Kantorovich (Moscow State
Univ.)

Conference: The Geopolitics of Arab Uprisings
Anoush Ehteshami (Durham Univ.)

Conference: The Possibilities of Asian Community Seen Through Trends and Relationships
Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)

Conference: International Cities of North Korea: Pyongyang and Hyesan
Eunyoung Choi (Hanyang Univ)

Conference: Peace and Sustainable Future in the Korean Peninsula
Soojin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Sung-Eun Cho (Korea Inst for Health &
Social Affairs)

Conference: Muslims of Southeast Asia
Myung-Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Conference: Hong Kong in 2025
Imagined by Its People, Screening of Film “Ten Years” (2015)

Conference: Korea in the 21st Century, Where Is It Headed?
Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Eminent Professor)

Conference: The Space of Survival – The Life and Migration of North Korean Defector Women in China
Eunyoung Choi (Hanyang Univ)

Conference: The Significance of Using Linked Data and Information-Sharing Platforms
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

Conference: The Significance of using Linked Data and Information-Sharing Platforms
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

Conference: International Cities of North Korea: Pyongyang and Hyesan
Eunyoung Choi (Hanyang Univ)

Conference: Peace and Sustainable Future in the Korean Peninsula
Soojin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Sung-Eun Cho (Korea Inst for Health &
Social Affairs)

Conference: Muslims of Southeast Asia
Myung-Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Conference: Hong Kong in 2025
Imagined by Its People, Screening of Film “Ten Years” (2015)

Conference: Korea in the 21st Century, Where Is It Headed?
Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Eminent Professor)

Conference: The Space of Survival – The Life and Migration of North Korean Defector Women in China
Eunyoung Choi (Hanyang Univ)

Conference: The Significance of Using Linked Data and Information-Sharing Platforms
Jungwon Huh (SNUAC)

Conference: Peace and Sustainable Future in the Korean Peninsula
Soojin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Sung-Eun Cho (Korea Inst for Health &
Social Affairs)

Conference: Muslims of Southeast Asia
Myung-Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Conference: Hong Kong in 2025
Imagined by Its People, Screening of Film “Ten Years” (2015)

Conference: Korea in the 21st Century, Where Is It Headed?
Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Eminent Professor)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
<th>Event Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12/16</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>&lt;Etc.&gt; Screening of Documentary Film &lt;We the workers&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jungkoo Kim (Ewha Womans Univ), Kyu Sik Jeong (MongKWang Univ), Myungsoo Hong (PlatformC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/17</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Debates on India’s Nuclear Posture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yeon-Jung A (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/18</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; &lt;Asian identity and integration of Exchange – Developing East Asia integration Index&gt; Project Result Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>So Young Kim (Dept. of Economics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/19</td>
<td>ARIC/GSPA</td>
<td>&lt;Workshop&gt; Country Report Data Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bum Kim (SNU), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Juran Kim (SNU), Kilwon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration), Woong Moon (Inst of Cross-Cultural Studies), Yeobin Yoon (SNU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/27</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; Contemporary China and its Interior and Exterior Challenges - New Normal, Classed Society and One Belt One Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jeong Hoon Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language &amp; Literature)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/1/10</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Reading Smart City Seminar 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education), Hanbiul Shim (SNUAC), Mok-Han Kim (Seoul Inst), Sang Yoon Lee (Center for Health and Social Change), Suyoung Kang (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/1/17</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; Future Earth and Visualizing the Social-Ecological System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jeon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture &amp; Rural Systems Engineering)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/1/17</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; &lt;Asian identity and integration of Exchange – Developing East Asia integration Index&gt; Project Result Presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>So Young Kim (Dept. of Economics)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/1/20</td>
<td>ARIC/GSPA</td>
<td>&lt;Seminar&gt; Country Report Review Session II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/1/29</td>
<td>FEP/Gwanakwith</td>
<td>&lt;Etc.&gt; Environmental Film Screening of &lt;Rivercide: The Secret Sio&gt; with Gwanak Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Byeongki Kim (Former OhmyNews)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/4</td>
<td>SNUAC/SIER</td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; Economic Transformation of Asia: Learning and Lessons from a half-century of Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Deepak Nayyar (Jawaharlal Nehru Univ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/5</td>
<td>KOSSDA</td>
<td>&lt;Workshop&gt; The 8th KOSSDA Data Fair: Understanding and using South Korean elections data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jung-ah Gi (Korea Univ.), Junskik Hwang (KEDON Korea), Seokho Kim (Dept. of Sociology), Shang E. Ha (Soyoung Park), Wonho Park (Dept. of Political Science &amp; Int'l Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/7</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; Cities of East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/9</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Champions of Hindutva: From Savarkar to Modi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jieun Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/10</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Reading Smart City Seminar 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education), Hanbiul Shim (SNUAC), Mok-Han Kim (Seoul Inst), Sang Yoon Lee (Center for Health and Social Change), Suyoung Kang (SNUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/12</td>
<td>IDCRC</td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; International Development Cooperation and Technical and Vocational Education and Training (VET): Formulation and Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chul Hee Kim (Korea Research Ins't for Vocational Education &amp; Training)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/13</td>
<td>CAUS</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Henri Lefebvre in Urban East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brian Scanlon (Nat'l Taiwan Univ), Ling-I Chu (Nat'l Taiwan Univ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/14</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; A Cold War Island, Kinmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Keun-Sik Jung (Dept. of Sociology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/18</td>
<td>NEAC</td>
<td>&lt;Conference&gt; Corona 19, Social Shock and Prospects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Byung-Chul Chun (Korea Univ.), Changheop Kim (Grad. School of Public Health), Dukjin Chang (Dept. of Sociology), Hanseung Cho (Dankook Univ.), June Woong Rhee (Dept. of Communication), Mansoo Jee (Korea Ins't of Finance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/19</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Development of FabLabs in India: Mainly on Vigyan Ashram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yoonho Kim (Mboosong Univ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/20</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; The Past, Present, and Future of Central Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science &amp; Int'l Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/20</td>
<td>ARIC/GSPA</td>
<td>&lt;Workshop&gt; Country Report Data Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bum Kim (SNU), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Juran Kim (SNU), Kilwon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration), Woong Moon (Inst of Cross-Cultural Studies), Yeobin Yoon (SNU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/27</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; Cities of East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/2/29</td>
<td>FEP/Gwanakwith</td>
<td>&lt;Etc.&gt; Environmental Film Screening of &lt;Rivercide: The Secret Sio&gt; with Gwanak Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Byeongki Kim (Former OhmyNews)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/01</td>
<td>SNUAC/EX-CEDA</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Champions of Hindutva: From Savarkar to Modi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jieun Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/12</td>
<td>IDCRC</td>
<td>&lt;Special Lecture&gt; International Development Cooperation and Technical and Vocational Education and Training (VET): Formulation and Sustainability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chul Hee Kim (Korea Research Ins't for Vocational Education &amp; Training)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/14</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; A Cold War Island, Kinmen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Keun-Sik Jung (Dept. of Sociology)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/15</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Development of FabLabs in India: Mainly on Vigyan Ashram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yoonho Kim (Mboosong Univ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/16</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; The Past, Present, and Future of Central Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science &amp; Int'l Relations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/17</td>
<td>SAC</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Champions of Hindutva: From Savarkar to Modi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jieun Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/20</td>
<td>ARIC/GSPA</td>
<td>&lt;Workshop&gt; Country Report Data Workshop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bum Kim (SNU), Jungwon Huh (SNUAC), Juran Kim (SNU), Kilwon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administration), Woong Moon (Inst of Cross-Cultural Studies), Yeobin Yoon (SNU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/27</td>
<td>SNUAC</td>
<td>&lt;Introduction to Asian Studies&gt; Cities of East Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/3/29</td>
<td>FEP/Gwanakwith</td>
<td>&lt;Etc.&gt; Environmental Film Screening of &lt;Rivercide: The Secret Sio&gt; with Gwanak Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Byeongki Kim (Former OhmyNews)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020/4/01</td>
<td>SNUAC/EX-CEDA</td>
<td>&lt;Colloquium&gt; Champions of Hindutva: From Savarkar to Modi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jieun Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the 2019 Future East Asia International Symposium: Social-Ecological Health in Asia, former UN Secretary-General Ki-moon Ban (Chairman of National Council on Climate and Air Quality) gave a keynote speech based on his experience at UN on the role of Future Earth and innovation of science and technology required for achieving the SDGs, and the importance of global partnership and the role that Korean society must play. About 210 participants including experts and scholars from 15 major countries in Northeast and Southeast Asia, members of SNU, parties interested in international development cooperation, and citizens interested in Future Earth joined the symposium for a comprehensive thinking on ecological health of the earth and that of humanity.
Publications

Asia Review (KCI journal)

Asia Review Vol.9 | No.1 | 2019

Free Themes

Where Is My “Homeland”? Diaspora Politics of Koryo in Central Asia | Bumsoo Kim
Belt and Road Initiative and Response of Central Asian Countries: An Opportunity for Economic Revival | Young Jin Kim
Economic Growth and Diversification Strategy in Kazakhstan | Sang Won Kim
An Analysis on Mirziyoyev’s Way to Strengthen His Power in Uzbekistan: Power-Sharing Theory of Authoritarianism | Dong Ki Sung
Saudi Crown Prince Muhammad bin Salman’s Search for Regime Security and Policy Changes | Kangsuk Kim

The Strategic Use of Historical Memory and Rising Instability in East Asia II
The 2015 Comfort Women Agreement and the Two-Level Security Dilemma of Korea-Japan Relations | Woohkee Shin
The Transition of History Policy under the Abe Cabinet: Hidden Historical Revisionism and Highlighted International Universality | Junghwan Lee
The Role of Formative Events in American Citizens’ Attitudes toward Japan’s War Apologies | Kyoung Chang
The Combination of the North Korean Nuclear Weapons Program and the Memories of Colonialization of the Korean Peninsula: Formation of Nuclear Nationalism in North Korea | Choongkoo Lee
Citizen Preferences and the Welfare State in East Asia
Economic Optimism and Welfare Attitudes: The Case of East Asian Democracies | Hyeok Yong Kwon and Jennifer Hyunkyung Lee
Comparing Preference for Redistribution in East Asian Advanced Democracies | Miongsei Kang
Asian Values, Institutional Trust and Welfare Attitude: Three East Asian Democracies | Woojin Kang

Book Review

Asia’s Mobile Innovation Meets Global Value Chain | Moon-Gi Suh
Geo-body and the Birth of Modern Siam | Kyungeun Park
The Anthropological Investigation on Commemoration of Kamikaze Soldiers and Politics of Mourning in Post-war Japan | Seol-Joon Hong
Networking of Asian Studies by a Network-Based View | Young-Long Kim
From ‘Imagination’ to ‘Fact’ | Taekkyung Kim

Asia Review Vol.9 | No.2 | 2019

Free Themes

Customer Value of a Smartphone App: A Comparison of South Korea and India | Myung Moo Lee
Unfinished Revolutions and Precarious Lives: Ten Years after the Iranian Green Movement and the Tunisian Revolution | Gi Yeon Koo and Ahrum Yoo
Q-pop as a phenomenon to enhance new nationalism in Post-Soviet Kazakhstan | Danabayev Kakim and Jo Won Park
An Analysis of the 2019 Indian General Election: Transition in Political Landscape and Its Implications | Rajiv Kumar

Global Asia: The Future of Capitalist Development and Post-Developmental States
The Transformations of the Developmental State into the Post-Developmental State: Focusing on Experiences of South Korea, Japan, and Taiwan | Sang Woo Yoon
Developmental State in Asia from a Comparative Perspective: The Case of South Korea | Hyun Chin Lim
Developmental Pathway and Social Base in Japan: A Prospect for Sustainability Transitions | Moon Gi Suh
Democratization and Changing Capitalism in Taiwan | Suk Man Hwang

A Study on the Asian Identity, Exchange and Integration: Search for the Development of East Asian Integration Index
Comprehensive Integration Index for East Asia | So Young Kim, Jong Ho Kim, and Jae Ho Jung
An Economic Integration Index for South Korea, Japan, and China | So young Kim and Jae Ho Jung
The Political Integration and its Inclusive Tasks in Northeast Asia: An Analysis on the Political Topology through Developing the Political Integration Index | Seoung Won Lee and Ye Ha Kim
Development of the East Asian Integration Index: Social-Cultural Areas for South Korea, Japan, and China | Jong Ho Kim

Book Review

The Rise of Asian Capitalisms: Commonality and Diversity | Jong Hae Yang
Unveiling a Rich Tapestry of the Mekong River Basin through Ten Analyses Based on Three Keywords | Ko Un Kim
Asian Civil Society Playing Tug-of-war with the ADB on ADB’s Accountability: Winning or Losing? | Jae Eun Shin
Asset-based Welfare, and the Politics of Taxation and Welfare in Korea: History and Prospect | Byeong Cheon Lee

Editor-in-Chief: Myungseok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)
Deputy Editor-in-Chief: Baeg Eui Hong (Dept. of Social Welfare)
Editorial Board: Injoo Sohn (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations), Sujeong Kim (Chungnam Nat’l Uni.), Kwangsu Lee (Busan Univ. of Foreign Studies), Munyoung Cho (Yonsei Uni.), Chiwon Lee (Hallym Uni.), Jeseong Jeon (Jeonbuk Nat’l Uni.), Sungmin Kim (Hokkaido Uni.), Eun-Jung Lee (Freie Univ. Berlin), Heonik Kwon (Univ. of Cambridge), Youngkying Ko (Sunway Uni.), Jianbin Jin (Tsinghua Uni.), Yihong Wang (Peking Uni.), Angel Lin (Univ. of Hong Kong)

Associate Editor: Eunyoung Nam (SNUAC)
Assistant Editor: Jisoo Hur (SNU)
2019 SNUAC Books

**SNUAC Series in Asian Studies**

* Global Cold War and East Asia | Wookhee Shin & Heonik Kwon (eds.)
* The Meiji Revolution and the Emergence of the Political Culture of the Literati | Hun Park
* Strolling in Chinese Ancient Cities along ways of popular culture and urban landscapes | Jeong-Hee Bark
* Southeast Asian Studies in Korea: The History, Trends and Analysis | Chung-si Ahn & Je Seong Jeon (eds.)

**SNUAC SERIES in Asian Studies**

* Global Capitalism and Culture in East Asia | Jonghoe Yang & Hyun-Chin Lim (eds.)
* Developmental Liberalism in South Korea | Chang Kyung-Sup
* North Korea and Economic Integration in East Asia | Yeongseop Rhee & Patrick Messerlin

**SNUAC Asian Studies in a Global Context Series**

* Reform China: Changes and Continuity | Hyeon Jung Lee (ed.)
* Historical and Cultural Experience of Islam in Central Asia | Beomshik Shin et al.
* Politics, Society and Economy of Contemporary Islam in Central Asia | Beomshik Shin et al.
* Asia Tourism: Travelling Asia and Geographical Imaginaries | Myung-Koo Kang & Keun-Sik Jung (eds.)

**SNUAC Modern History Series**

* Islam after Communism: Religion and Politics in Central Asia | Adee Khalid, Wonkyo Oh (trans.)
* Ryukyu Annexation in History of Modern East Asia | Namihira Tsuneo, KyungWon Yun & Hae Soon Park (trans.)
* Sannong and Sanzhi: the Base and Superstructure in rural China | Wen Tiejun, Yang Shuai, Hyungjin Cho (trans.)
Vol4 (Mar. 2019)

Aftershocks Still Continued in Life: A Year After the Pohang Earthquake | Junhong Kim (POSTECH)
The Cultural Exchange of North Korea and Japan: Mansudae Art Troupes Japan Tour in 1973 | Tomomi Mori (Otani Univ.)
The Return of the Party: Vietnam at Crossroads | Yongkyun Kim (Ewha Womans Univ.)

A Rocky Road to Peace - The Muslim Conflict in the Philippines | Dong-Yeob Kim (Busan Univ. of Foreign Studies)

After 30 Years of Korea-ASEAN Relations, Where is the New Southern Policy Headed? | YoungSun Kim (SNUAC)

Decoding 2019 Indian General Election | Rajiv Kumar (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Modinomics, Half a Success in 5 Years of Rule | Yong-Sig Kim (POSCO Research Inst.)

Nomadic Civilization and Eurasianism as a Integration Discourse of Central Asia | J-Eon Lee (Dept. of Central Asian Studies, Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Kazakhstan, Dreaming of a New Leap | Sang Won Kim (Kookmin Univ.)

The Khashoggi Incident and the Heated Rivalry Among Iran, Saudi Arabia and Turkey | Ji-Hyang Jang (The Asan Inst for Policy Studies)

The Background and Task of Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 | Sang Hyun Song (Dankook Univ.)

Labor Migration and the Scenery of Transnational Urban Spaces: Kathmandu and Seoul | Seonyoung Seo (Yonsei Univ.)

How to Communicate with China: The Truth on Guanxi | Ja-Yeong Choe (KOTRA)

Vol5 (Jun. 2019)

Concepts of Asia and the Pacific in Cold War North Korea and the NWFZ Movement | Choong-Koo Lee (KIDA)

The End of Heisei, the Beginning of Reiwa: Between Nostalgia and a Disquieting Future | Seung Hyun Park (Dept. of Anthropology)

What Meaning Does the Reellection of Jokowi as the Indonesian President Have? | Kyunghoe Choi (SNUAC)

Korea-ASEAN International Migration as a Catalyst for a Reciprocal Partnership | Younghoe Cho (IOM Migration Research & Training Centre)

The Caste and Minorities in India, and the Controversy on Quota | Ji-Eun Lee (Inst of Indian Studies, Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Yoga as Holistic Therapy and Communication of Ayurveda | Sun-Mi Kim (Glocal Graduate School, Sunmoon Univ.)


The Caucasus Oil Rush: The Azerbaijan Baku Oilfield and the Nobels | SeungHo Pak (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

The Relationship of Economic Interest Between Russia and China in Central Asia | Ji Won Park (KOTRA)

Identity of Immigrant Workers from Central Asia as Represented in Films | Seo Hyun Yoon (Dept. of Russian Lang. & Lit.)

The Political Fluctuations Observed Through the 2019 Turkish Local Elections | Chong-Jin Oh (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Strengthening Ties Between China and the Middle East: Geoeconomics in the Transformations of World Energy Structure | Seunghoon Paik (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)/ChangJu Lee (Ajou Univ.)

The (Non-)Mobility of People Between the Philippines and Korea | Seori Choi (IOM Migration Research & Training Centre)

From exploitation to care: The Anthropocene & sea cucumber aquaculture in Northeast Asia | Young Rae Choi (Florida Int’l Univ.)

Vol6 (Sep. 2019)

From the Streets of Yanbian to Chinatown, and to the Gate of Mobility for Chinese Immigrants: The Evolution of Daerim-dong, a Concentrated Area of Immigrants | Minkyung Koh (Konkuk Univ.)

China’s Great Movement of Population and the Experiment of New Urbanization: Focusing on the ‘Urbanization of Humans’ | Jongseok Yeon (GST)

In the Era of the New Southern Policy, a Fundamental Contemplation on the Economic Connectivity of ASEAN | Cheong Lyol Lee (Korea Univ.)

Building Rapid Transit Railway in Thailand: The Infrastructural Politics of Transport and Connection | Hyun-Jung Chae (Inst for Cross-Cultural Studies)

The Indian Subcontinent: Diversity and Exchange | Yongjun Kim (Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation)

One Belt and One Road, the Indian Choice? | Yoonjung Choi (Sejong Inst)

The Relationship of Economic Interest Between Russia and China in the Indian Subcontinent: Diversity and Exchange | Yongjun Kim (Korea Cultural Heritage Foundation)

Budget Announcement of Modi 2.0, Where is Indian Economic Policy Headed? | Shinjou Kim (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

Debates on India’s Nuclear Posture | Yeon-jung Ji (Inst of Indian Studies, Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)

The Caucasus Oil Rush: The Azerbaijan Baku Oilfield and the Nobels | SeungHo Yang (Seongsil Univ.)

Azerbaijan Stretching Out as a Eurasian Hub of Transport and Logistics | Beomshik Shin, Hyosup Kim, Kayoung Ko, Ayoung Choi, Kumkang Lee, Daehyun Cho (SNUAC)

Ten Years After the Iranian and Tunisian Spring, Civil Protest Continues | Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC)/Ahryun Yoo (The Asian Inst for Policy Studies)

The Arab People and 40 Years of Exchange: KBS Arab Broadcasting as the Driving Force of the Arab Korean Wave | Jung-ok Bae (KBS)

The Role and Prospect of Korea University in Japan: Toward a New Status of Koreans in Japan | Eunjung Cha (Center for Social Sciences)

※ You may download DiverseAsia (pdf) on SNUAC website

http://diverseasia.snu.ac.kr
At the celebratory ceremony of the 10th anniversary on September 26th, the best catch phrase was awarded. Among over 440 catch phrases that were submitted, the best selected was “Connecting the World, Sculpting the Future” by Jiyeong Jeon (Gachon Univ.).

SNUAC Research Grants for Asian Studies

2019 SNUAC Research Grant

* Gi Yeon Koo (SNUAC) | Trans Asian Networks Review Report
* Seong Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities) | Indian Classical culture and its dissemination with continuous reconstruction in Asia
* Oh Young Kwon (Dept. of Korean History) | Exchange and Cooperation in the Ancient Asian World-Past Experiences and Future Strategies
* Hudeju Kwon (Grad. School of Public Administration) | A Comparative Study of the Management Systems of Foreign Aid in Asian Developing Countries
* Sunggyu Kim (SNUAC) | Basic research on developing research topics and projects in development cooperation in Asia regions
* Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations) | Remapping Asia in the Making: For the Construction of a Comparative Regional Studies Framework
* Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology) | A study on the estimation of social value of KESSDA and the application to a CoreTrustSeal certification
* Dong-Kyun Im (Dept. of Sociology) | Comparative Study of Social Quality Regime in Asia
* Hyun-Chin Lim (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor) | Capitalism in Asia III
SNUAC Research Projects with External Funding

Social Science Korea

A Study on a New Urban Paradigm in the Era of Post-developmentalism: Towards the East Asian Cities of Commoning, Peace and Sustainability - Phase 3 Third Year (2019.09.01~2020.08.31)
Research Funds: KRW 582,790,000
Principal Investigator: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
Researchers: Chul-Hyun Park (Konkuk Univ.), Dongwan Gim (Kyungnam Natl Univ.), Euihye Kim (Hokkaido Univ.), Hae-Ran Shin (Dept. of Geography), Hyun Bang Shin (London School of Economics and Political Science), Hyunsoo Jung (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Jin Won Park (Grad. School of Environmental Studies), Jae-kak Han (Energy & Climate Policy Inst. for Just Transition), Jamie Doucette (Univ. of Manchester), Jin-hyuk Hsu (Nant Taiwan Univ.), Jim Glassman (Univ of British Columbia), Jooyong Je (Kyungnam Natl Univ.), Jung Won Son (Univ College London), Sanghun Lee (Hanshin Univ.), Sang-hyun Chi (Kyunghee Univ.), Seonhwa Lee (Shandong Univ.), Seungook Lee (KIST), Sungchan Cho (Inst of Land & Liberty), Youngin Choi (Center for Educational Research)
Research Fellows: Han Gil Shim (SNUAC), Jin-hye Hwang (SNUAC), Yilsoon Paek (SNUAC), Seungwon Lee (SNUAC)

Group Research Support Program

Is Islamic Finance an Alternative to Conventional Finance? Principles and Practices of Islamic Finance in Southeast Asia - Second Year (2019.07.01~2020.06.30)
Research Funds: KRW 127,840,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)
Researchers: Byeonho Kim (Yonsei Univ.), Choong Lyol Lee (Hannam Univ.), Hyunsoo Jung (Univ College London), Sunho Lee (Hanshin Univ.), Seonhwa Lee (Shandong Univ.), Seoungwon Lee (SNUAC)

Young Researchers Program (Humanities & Social Sciences)

A Study on the Competition Law Convergence of the Greater Mekong Subregion in Southeast Asia - First Year (2019.05.01~2020.04.30)
Research Funds: KRW 25,465,000
Principal Investigator: Joonpyo Lee (SNUAC)

Humanities and Social Sciences (HSS)

Basic Research Program for Mid-career researchers Machine Learning and Highly-nonlinear Econometric Models - Second Year (2019.07.01~2020.06.30)
Research Funds: KRW 12,784,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Hwan Seo (Dept. of Economics)

Policy Research

Korean Social Trends 2019 - 2019.04.03~2019.11.30
Research Funds: KRW 151,900,000
Principal Investigator: Jaeyed Yee (Dept. of Sociology)

Public-Private-Academic Conference in Commemoration of Korea-Mekong Summit - 2019.08.22~2019.11.15
Research Funds: KRW 20,000,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Consultation on the Overall Situation of Mekong in Commemoration of Korea-Mekong Summit - 2019.10.14~2019.11.13
Research Funds: KRW 3,500,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Ministry of Education

Construction of a Database of Korean Social Science Data - Second Year (2019.04.01~2020.03.31)
Research Funds: KRW 120,000,000
Principal Investigator: Jae-kyoung Hong (Dept. of Communication)
Researchers: Eun-hui Eom (SNUAC), SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography)

Next-Generation Information Computing Development Program

Developing Fundamental Techniques and Design Guidelines of Persuasive Interaction in a Positive Computing Platform - Phase 1 Second Year (2019.05.01~2019.12.29)
Research Funds: KRW 417,000,000
Principal Investigator: Joonhwan Lee (Dept. of Communication)

International Academic Conference Support Project

Future Earth East Asia International Symposium - 2019.09.01~2020.08.31
Research Funds: KRW 50,000,000
Principal Investigator: Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural Systems Engineering)
Researchers: Eunhui Eom (SNUAC), Soo Jin Park (Dept. of Geography), Soon-Chang Yoon (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor)

Private Support Project

Village is the Answer: The Role of Local Communities in Activating Coexistence and Cooperation - 2019.05.01~2020.01.31
Research Funds: KRW 349,800,000
Principal Investigator: Suk-Hi Kim (SNUAC)
Researchers: Hyun-Chin Lim (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor)

Research on Response Patterns of East Asian Countries to Strategic Dilemma - 2019.07.15~2019.09.14
Research Funds: KRW 10,000,000
Principal Investigator: Jae Ho Chung (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)

Research Funds: KRW 31,350,000
Principal Investigator: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

Policy Prospects of Indonesian President Joko Widodo’s Second Term - 2019.11.11~2019.12.27
Research Funds: KRW 19,500,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Research on Affidavit-Assistant System for Sexual Crime Victims - Phase 1 Second Year (2019.05.01~2019.12.29)
Research Funds: KRW 267,000,000
Principal Investigator: Hwajung Hong (Dept. of Communication)
Researchers: Eunhui Eom (SNUAC), SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography), Soon-Chang Yoon (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor)

Research on Response Patterns of East Asian Countries to Strategic Dilemma - 2019.07.15~2019.09.14
Research Funds: KRW 10,000,000
Principal Investigator: Jae Ho Chung (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)

Research Funds: KRW 31,350,000
Principal Investigator: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

Policy Prospects of Indonesian President Joko Widodo’s Second Term - 2019.11.11~2019.12.27
Research Funds: KRW 19,500,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)

Research on Affidavit-Assistant System for Sexual Crime Victims - Phase 1 Second Year (2019.05.01~2019.12.29)
Research Funds: KRW 267,000,000
Principal Investigator: Hwajung Hong (Dept. of Communication)
Researchers: Eunhui Eom (SNUAC), SooJin Park (Dept. of Geography), Soon-Chang Yoon (Dept. of Sociology, SNU Emeritus Professor)

Research on Response Patterns of East Asian Countries to Strategic Dilemma - 2019.07.15~2019.09.14
Research Funds: KRW 10,000,000
Principal Investigator: Jae Ho Chung (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)

Research Funds: KRW 31,350,000
Principal Investigator: Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)

Policy Prospects of Indonesian President Joko Widodo’s Second Term - 2019.11.11~2019.12.27
Research Funds: KRW 19,500,000
Principal Investigator: Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)
International Exchanges

Visiting Scholars Fellowship Program
* Provides scholars of Asian studies with space and research grant to support their work and promote collaboration with SNUAC. 
Aejung Kim (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies), Do Young Kim (Former Executive Vice President for Innovative Growth, KOTRA), Hong-Key Yoon (Univ of Auckland), Il-soo Kim (Former Korean Ambassador to Kazakhstan), Kyungyun Moon (Dept. of Anthropology), Misuk Lee (Inst of Humanities), Moosung Lee (Univ of Canberra), Myung-Moo Lee (Sungkyunkwan Univ.), Nan Ying (Yamian Univ.)

Visiting Scholars Program
* Provides an exchange opportunity for outstanding scholars at home and abroad interested in Asian studies
Eui Hang Shin (Univ of South Carolina), Gebhard Keny (Rice Univ), Hyun Jeong Ha (Univ of Notre Dame), Jinsu Park (HESS), Ji Min Choi (HESS), Jean Young Kim (Univ of Texas at Austin), Mansoo Lee (Korea Inst of Finance), Marion Gilbert (HESS), Mi Yung Park (Univ of Auckland), Nur Aisyah Kotarumlaos (Nat'l Univ of Singapore), Se Jin Koo (Nazarbayev Univ), Soohyeong Choi (Korean Inst of Criminology), Young Rae Choi (Florida Int'l Univ), Yulan Xu (Yamian Univ.)

MOU
* Agreed on official partnerships with domestic and foreign institutions for research collaboration and exchanges
Irkutsk State Univ.
Intl Information and Networking Centre for Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Asia-Pacific Region under the auspices of UNESCO (ICHAP)
History School, Northwest Univ.
Chittagong Independent Univ, Inst of Governance, Development, and Int'l Studies

ICAS Book Prize Korean Language Edition
* ICAS Book Prize’s goal is to create an international focus for academic publications on Asia.
* SNUAC is the organizing institute for Korean Language Edition since 2017.
6 Books Selected.

IAAS Newsletter
* SNUAC regularly contributes theme-based articles to the Northeast Asia News Section in The Newsletter, published three times a year by International Institute of Asian Studies (IAAS, the Netherlands).
Theme: Experiences of “the Other” in Northeast Asia (Vol.82)
Theme: The Tumen River Area: Building a New Paradigm of Multiculturalism and Cooperation for Northeast Asia and its Borderlands (Vol.83)
Nurturing Next-Generation Scholars

2019 SNUAC Dissertation Writing Fellowship
* Bo Kyung Kim (Grad. School of Int'l Studies) | Going Local for Development: Lessons from land reform experiences of South Korea, Japan, Taiwan for developing countries
* Hae Young Chung (Dept. of Anthropology) | Connected Disconnection: Citizenship and Infrastructural Politics in the Chinese Utopian City
* Hyung-Joon Joo (Dept. of Asian History) | A Study on the Customs Administration of Late Qing Dynasty

2019 SNUAC Dissertation Award
* Do Thanh Thao Mien (Ewha Womans Univ.) | Korea-Vietnam Relations during the Vietnam War
* Taehee Yoon (Grad. School of Int'l Studies) | The Party Organization in Private Sector and State-Private Entrepreneur Relations in Reform Era China: Focusing on the Case of the Party Organization for Migrant Private Entrepreneurs in Beijing

2019 SNUAC Master's Thesis Award
* Kyungmin Kim (Dept. of Anthropology) | Boundary-crossings of Migrant Brides in Northern Vietnam: A case study on 'Bride school' program of a Korean NGO in Hanoi
* Yan Li (Grad. School of Law) | Gap-Filling of the CISG in South Korean Courts: With a focus on the Supplementary Application of Chinese Law and Interpretation of Chinese Courts

Field Research Grant for Graduate Students
* Daehyun Cho (Dept. of Political Science & Int'l Relations) | A Comparative Study on the Strategies Stabilizing Regional Security in Central Asia
* Gahyung Kim (Dept. of Education) | Applying Mobile-Based Applications in Migrant Learning Centers in Mae Sot
* Jongmin Kim (Grad. School of Agriculture & Life Sciences) | A Study on Segmented Market of Eco Tourism in Indonesia
* Subin Yeo (Dept. of Education) | Reconceptualizing Refugee Education: With a focus on the case of refugee camp in Northern Thailand

ODA YP (Young Professional) Project
* Youth Capacity Development Program in the area of int'l development and cooperation sponsored by KOICA
  Second Half of 2019 (2019.07-2020.01)
  Duckkeun Han (Development Cooperation and Refugees), Yoonha Lee (Development Cooperation and Civil Society)
  First Half of 2020 (2020.01-2020.07)
  Minjung Jung (Comparative Studies of the International Development Cooperation Policy in East Asia), Yerim Hong (Comparative Studies of the International Development Cooperation Policy in East Asia)

SNUAC Research Internship Program
* With the objective of fostering future Asia experts, the program consists of undergraduate and graduate students interested in Asia studies
* In 2019, a total of 18 research interns completed the program with 28 lectures on Asia studies
  The 11th Cohort
  Elina Kim (SNU), Eugene Lee (SNU), Hakjun Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies), Hayoun Lee (Yonsei Univ), Jieun Cha (Yonsei Univ), Junyoung Park (Universitas Pelita Harapan), Mingeun Kang (SNU), Yeonkyung Lee (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies)
  The 12th Cohort
  Chaehyun Kim (SNU), Doowon Chang (Yonsei Univ), Hyojin Park (SNU), Jihwa See (Yonsei Univ), Junguk Yim (KAIST), Kyulin Cho (Hankuk Univ of Foreign Studies), Ohsung Cheon (Yonsei Univ), Sehyun Kim (SNU), Xiaotong Sun (Korea Univ), Yeondoo Kim (SNU)

Friends of Asia (FoA)
* The program supports students in the Asian region for their studies related to Asia, enhancing exchange and integration among them
* In 2019, participants held team seminars twice a month and monthly general seminars, researched on Asian regions and wrote issue papers

Supporting On-Campus Student Organizations for Asian Studies
* FICS (Foundation of Intercultural Cooperation by Students)
* El-Naaafidha
Education

KF Global e-School Program

* Real-time online lectures to undergraduate and graduate students interested in modern Korean society at leading overseas universities
* Credits earning by foreign students at their home institutions taking e-School courses by SNU faculty
* Video conference-based real-time online lecture plus offline program at foreign universities with SNU faculty visit
* Fellowship program to invite outstanding e-School students to Korea
* 85 course offerings to 16 universities/1,879 students in 9 countries across Asia and Europe from 2011 to 2019 with support of the Korea Foundation

※ Courses Offered in 2019 e-School

Spring Semester
- Korean History (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities - VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- Korean Economy (Eberhard Karls Universität Tubingen, Germany)

Fall Semester
- Seminar on Korean Studies (Univ. of Social Sciences & Humanities - VNU, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam)
- Research Methods in Korean Studies (Université Paris Diderot, France)
- Culture of Korea (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities - VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- Korean Economy (Univ. of Social Sciences and Humanities - VNU, Hanoi, Vietnam)
- Contemporary Korea, Society, Economy, Politics and Culture (Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France)
- Cultural and Social Transformation of Contemporary Korea (Eberhard Karls Universität Tubingen, Germany)
- Social and Economic Development of South Korea (Univ. of the Philippines - Diliman, Philippines)
- Culture and Society in Korea (Univ. of the Philippines - Diliman, Philippines)

Winter Semester
- Popular Culture and Media in Korea (Université Bordeaux Montaigne, France)

※ Instructors of the 2019 e-School

- Yoonhee Kang (Dept. of Anthropology)
- Ingeol Kim (Dept. of Korean History)
- Keong-Suk park (Dept. of Sociology)
- Eunkyung Bae (Dept. of Sociology)
- Munwoong Lee (Dept. of Anthropology)
- Euihang Shin (SNUAC)
- Hyun-Chin Lim (Dept. of Sociology)
- SuHong Chae (Dept. of Anthropology)
- Hakkil Pyo (Dept. of Economics)
- Seok Kyeong Hong (Dept. of Communication)
KOSSDA Methodology Education Program

* KOSSDA offers methodology training programs in diverse topics to support researchers in their analysis and interpretation of data as they diversify into various types
* KOSSDA methodology training programs are offered as summer and winter workshops and spring and autumn short-term courses at Gwanak and Yeongeon campuses, with both lectures and practice sessions for actual enhancement of data analysis abilities
* In Spring 2019, four courses were offered, including Panel Analysis, Understanding and Using Focus Group Interview, Advanced Regression Analysis, and Analyzing and Using Time Use Survey
* In Summer 2019, ten courses were offered, including Introductory Statistics (A/B), Intermediate Statistics (A/B), Structural Equation Modeling, Grounded Theory, Basic Big Data and Machine Learning for Social Scientists, Basic Spatial Statistical Analysis, Advanced Spatial Statistical Analysis, Using Natural Language Data and Topic Modeling
* In Autumn 2019, four courses were offered, including Advanced Regression Analysis, Qualitative Research Using Interview Data, Applied Network Analysis, and Panel Analysis
* In Winter 2020, nine courses were offered, including Introductory Statistics (A/B), Intermediate Statistics (A/B), Hierarchical Linear Model, Qualitative Research Using Ethnography, Grounded Theory, Data Linkage Research Methodology, and Collecting Social Big Data and Text Analysis

※ 2019 KOSSDA Methodology Education Program

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2019 Spring Methodology Short Course - 2019.4.6~2019.5.25</th>
<th>2019 Autumn Methodology Short Course - 2019.10.5~2019.11.30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 short courses, 125 participants</td>
<td>4 short courses, 156 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Panel Analysis</td>
<td>▪ Advanced Regression Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Understanding and Using Focus Group Interview</td>
<td>▪ Qualitative Research Using Interview Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Advanced Regression Analysis</td>
<td>▪ Applied Network Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Analyzing and Using Time Use Survey</td>
<td>▪ Panel Analysis</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 courses, 384 participants</td>
<td>9 courses, 330 participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Introductory Statistics A</td>
<td>▪ Introductory Statistics A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Introductory Statistics B</td>
<td>▪ Introductory Statistics B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Intermediate Statistics A</td>
<td>▪ Intermediate Statistics A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Intermediate Statistics B</td>
<td>▪ Intermediate Statistics B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Structural Equation Modeling</td>
<td>▪ Hierarchical Linear Modeling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Grounded Theory</td>
<td>▪ Qualitative Research Using Ethnography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Basic Big Data and Machine Learning for Social Scientists</td>
<td>▪ Grounded Theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Basic Spatial Statistical Analysis</td>
<td>▪ Data Linkage Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Advanced Spatial Statistical Analysis</td>
<td>▪ Collecting Social Big Data and Text Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Using Natural Language Data and Topic Modeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your donations will greatly help the globalization of Asian studies and fostering regional experts of Asia.
Donation inquiry: Chief of Administration (02-880-2692)
History

2009 Feb  Inauguration of SNUAC (Founding Director: Prof. Hyun-Chin Lim)

2010 Jul  Groundbreaking for the SNUAC building (completion in February 2013)
         Sep  Designation as a Key Research Institute by the National Research Foundation of Korea

2011 Mar  Selection as part of the Korea Foundation Global e-School Program
         Oct  The Second SNUAC International Conference: Global Challenges in Asia: A New Development Model and Regional Community Building

2012 Sep  Selection as part of the Emerging Economies Research Program (NRFK)

2013 Mar  Commencement of the Asia Basic Research Program
         Apr  Open lecture series: “The Age of Asia”
         May  Opening ceremony of the SNUAC building
         Sep  Appointment of Prof. Myungkoo Kang as SNUAC Director
         Sep  Initiation of the second phase in Key Research Institute Project
               “Cooperation and Integration of East Asian Economic and Social Community”

2014 Mar  International Conference for directors of Asia research institutes: New Horizons of Asian Studies
         Sep  Initiation of the second phase in the Emerging Economies Research Program; Initiation of the medium-scale project “International Trade, Trade Order, and Standardization” within the SSK program;
               Initiation of a new project “East Asian Cities”; Reception of a grant for Foundational Research from the NRFK

2015 Jun  Affiliation of the Korea Social Science Data Archive (KOSSDA) with SNUAC
         Jul  Selection of Asia Review as a candidate for inclusion in the Korean Citation Index (KCI)
         Oct  International conference: Capitalism and Capitalisms in Asia: Origins, Commonalities, and Diversity

2016 Apr  International conference: Inter-Asian Connections V: Seoul
         Sep  Initiation of the third phase in Key Research Institute Project
               “Cooperation and Integration of the East Asian Economic and Social Community”

2017 Aug  Selection of Asia Review to be registered in KCI
         Sep  Appointment of Prof. SooJin Park as SNUAC Director
         Oct  Advancement of East Asian Cities project to SSK large-scale research project by the NRFK; Commencement of the Center for Asian Urban Society

2018 Feb  Commencement of the Asia Regional Information and Dissemination Center
         Apr  Organization of the SNU Asia Regional Research Center Council
         Jun  Publication of the first issue of Diverse Asia by SNUAC Asia Regional Review Research Team
         Aug  Ranked as third place in the SNU Research Institute Evaluation- Humanities and Social Sciences Fields

2019 Sep  Commemoration of SNUAC’s 10th Anniversary and announcement of new visions
         Sep  Affiliation of Korea Association of International Development and Cooperation, East Asian Sociological Association, and Future Earth Korea with SNUAC
         Oct  International conference: Managing, Sharing, and Employing of Regional Information in Asia
People ※ As of Mar. 2018 ~ Feb. 2019

Director Soojin Park (Dept. of Geography)
Deputy Director Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Dept of Research & Development Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
Dept of Int’l Relations Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
Dept of Human Resource Development Joo Yong Park (Dept. of Psychology), Jeong-Hoon Lee (Dept. of Chinese Language & Literature)
Northeast Asia Center Director Byungjeon Kim (Dept. of Economics), Keun-Sik Jung (Dept. of Sociology)
Southeast Asia Center Director Myung Seok Oh (Dept. of Anthropology)
Center for Eurasian and Central Asian Studies Director Beomshik Shin (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
KOSSDA Director Jaeyeol Yee (Dept. of Sociology)
KOSSDA Vice Director Hee Ran Woo (The Inst. for Social Development and Policy Research)
Center for Asian Cities Director Bae-Gyoon Park (Dept. of Geography Education)
South Asia Center Director Sung-Yong Kang (Inst. of Humanities)
Asian Regional Information Center Director Kilkon Ko (Grad. School of Public Administrations)
Civil Society and NGOs Program Director Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Emeritus Professor, Founding Director)
Future Earth Korea Program Director Joon Kim (Dept. of Landscape Architecture & Rural System Engineering)
Environmental Cooperation Program Director Daehyun Kim (Dept. of Geography)
Program on US-China Relations Director Jae Ho Chung (Dept. of Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Quality of Life Program Director Inhoe Ku (Dept. of Social Welfare)

Governing Committee
Soojin Park (Geography)
Joonhwan Lee (Communication)
Beomshik Shin (Political Science & Int’l Relations)
Jae-Young Kim (Economics)
Keun-Sik Jung (Sociology)
Euiyoung Nam (Archival Science & Int’l Relations)
Wookhee Shin (Political Science & Int’l Relations)
June Woong Rhee (Communication)
Byung-Joon Kim (Asian History)
Oh-Young Kwon (Korean History)
Jong Ho Hong (Environmental Studies)
Jong Ho Jeong (Archival Science & Int’l Relations)
Joon Kim (Landscape Architecture & Rural System Engineering)

Research Fellows
Eunyoung Nam (Sociology)
Gi Yoon Koo (Anthropology)
Hanbyul Shim (Urban Planning)
Hye-suk Kim (Geography)
Il-hong Ko (Archaeology)
Jae Hyung Kim (Sociology)
Jin-Ho Hwang (Geography)
Jungheon Kim (Sociology)
Jongsik Yoon (Sociology)
Jungwon Huh (Social Work)
Kyunghoo Choi (Political Science)
Moonhee Choi (Sociology)
Seungwon Lee (Political Science)
Shinjiro Kim (Economics)
Suk-Ki Kong (Sociology)
Sunggyu Kim (Sociology)
Yilsoon Paek (Geography)
Yongha Park (Geography)
Woong Moon (Anthropology)

Researcher
Ahreum Han (KOSSDA)
Eunjean Kye (SEAC)
Heejin Choi (CAUS)
Hye Jin Kim (KOSSDA)
Hyeok Heo (KOSSDA)
JiHyuk Park (CAUS)
Jin Soo Kim (CAUS)
Sojin Kim (SEAC)
SuYoung Kang (CAUS)

※ As of Mar. 2018 ~ Feb. 2019
Administration
Kyungha Yu (Head of Administration)
Min Jeong Kang (ODA)
Myung Soon Kim (Univ/External Research Project Management)
Yein Kim (PR)
Yoo-bin Park (English Editorial)
Jong-hong Park (Design)
Eunyeong Song (SSK Research Project Management)
Minkyung Shin (External Research Project Management)
Nahyun Lee (Int’l Relations)
Yoonha Lee (ODA YP)
Minjung Jung (ODA YP)
Minha Jeong (SSK Research Project Management)
Sunjo Jeong (HR/General Affairs)
Hyun-ah Choi (Academic Research Aid)
Hyein Choi (Accounting)
Duckkeun Han (ODA YP)
Yerin Hong (ODA YP)

Research Assistant
Ji soo Park (e-School)
Sugeyeong Kang (Human Resource Development)
Ji soo Hur (Asia Review)
Nakyeong Lee (Asia Review)
Haeyoung Sim (English Editorial)
Jiyeong Jeon (Publications)

Visiting Research Fellows
Hao Liu (Peking Univ)
Wang Wei (Communication Univ. of China)
Miongsei Kang (The Sejong Inst)
Kai-Young Ko (SNU)
Minkyung Koh (Konkuk Univ)
Doo-Young Kim (Former KOTRA)
Youngsun Kim (Former ASEAN-Korea Center)
Young-Ho Kim (Fmr. Election Commission)
Ying Nan (Yanbian Univ)
Hirosi Todoroki (Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific Univ)
Sunook Park (California State Univ, Long Beach)
Younghoon Park (SNU)
Kenneth Eui-Hang Shin (SNU)
Sung-Lac Wi (Former Ambassador to Russia)
Misuk Lee (Inst of Humanities)
Jooppyo Lee (Former Univ. of Foreign Studies)
Hyun-Chin Lim (SNU Emeritus Professor)
Mansoo Lee (Korea Inst of Finance)
Soohyeong Choi (Korean Inst of Criminology)
A Young Choi (SNU)
Jeong Pyo Hong (Miyazaki Int’l College)

Visiting Scholars
Gebhard Keny (Rice Univ)
Nur Asiyah Kotarumalos (Nat’l Univ of Singapore)
Yulian Xu (Yanbian Univ)
Minkyung Koh (Konkuk Univ)
Se Jin Koo (Nazarbayev Univ.
Aeung Kim (Hankuk Univ. of Foreign Studies)
Il-soo Kim (Former Ambassador to Kazakhstan)
Jean Young Kim (Univ of Texas at Austin)
Hyun-Chul Kim (Univ of Toronto)
Marion Gilbert (EHESS)
Kyungyun Moon (SNU)
Mi Yung Park (Univ of Auckland)
Jinsu Park (EHESS)
Minji Yoo (Former Univ. of Manchester)
Ohsooon Yun (Former HUFS Inst of African Studies)
Hong-key Yoon (Univ of Auckland)
Dongcheon Lee (Univ. College London)
Myungmo Lee (Yungkyunwan Univ)
Moaesung Lee (Univ of Canberra)
Ji Eun Lee (Dept. of Asian Lang & Civilizations)
Chung-jae Lee (Univ. of California, Irvine)
Se Hoon Chang (Dong-A Univ)
Young Rae Choi (Florida Int’l Univ)
Young-jin Choi (Banpo High School)
Ji Min Choi (EHESS)
Hyun Jeong Ha (Univ of Notre Dame)
Young-sun Kim (Former ASEAN-Korea Centre)